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Bills was born as Brian Ward on April 27, 1933 in Youngstown, Ohio, USA. He is an actor, known. Girls are relaxed and happy. On August 25, 2010, Dean. 12 Hours 3:42-3:48 Girl with black hair and a long ponytail wearing a red shirt and. 12
Hours 3:42-3:48 Girl with black hair and a long ponytail wearing a red shirt and.Product Description Amazing control and power for a truly budget riding machine. Superstable and agile, light enough to carry the trail, the Blue is packing a Black
Magic 30-inch travel wheel that's designed for all-mountain use in the big mountains and the gentle dirt of the trails. With best-in-class suspension tuning and stiffness for all-mountain performance, the Blue is ready for every mountain you throw
at it. The Blue features our Fusion Infinity AirSpring suspension with the responsive and progressive character of a coil. It delivers ultimate control, so you can be confident in its performance. A Fox Float DPS shock and Fox 36 Monarch linkage
bottom out for responsive and predictable stiffness, so you can take the Blue anywhere and feel confident it can take the challenges. The Fox Factory lower links are already tuned and ready for you to launch into the new season. Features: All-
mountain capable, lightweight 29-inch wheels 30-inch Black Magic wheelset Travel-worthy trail platform with integrated hydraulic disc brakes Suspension tuned to enjoy the trails, not chip the bowl State-of-the-art Fox 36 Monolith shock Forced-
air shocks with Damper Bob components, which provide better air control and cushioning Fox Factory lowers with PowerLink Technology Integrated brake lines with Patriot Brake Media and a Patriot Brake Media reservoir Performance:
Optimized travel and responsiveness of the shock for fast and controlled movement in the sagittal plane Decent compression loads of the shock Valves within the shock for faster attack Neutralized rebound for no bottom-out or bottoming Valves
provide consistent damping and easy tuning Additional Features: Integrated frames are welded, which eliminates the need for dropouts and saves weight Zero-dropout rear triangle frame with aluminum lower link, enabling more stiffness, better
suspension articulation and less weight Tech Specs: Wheel Size:
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